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The Next Best Thing to Live. Sick of listening to static? Pioneer's first HD Radio built-in receiver
allows you to enjoy your radio in an all-new way. NOTE: Do not use your Pioneer system if
doing so will divert your attention in any way from the safe operation of your vehicle. Always
observe safe driving rules. In some states certain operations of devices while driving may be
illegal. Where such regulations apply, they must be obeyed. Product videos shown have been
elapsed for demonstration purposes. Your experience may vary. Driver must not operate iPod
using Passenger Control mode while driving. Apple is not responsible for the operation of this
device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards. Operations and functions may
vary depending on iPod models or headunits. Bluetooth functionality requires a compatible
Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone. Unauthorized copying of music or other files is strictly
prohibited. Sirius XM Satellite Radio is a subscription service not affiliated with Pioneer
Electronics - service is available only in certain locations within the continental U. Enjoy new
music, new sounds with No Subscription Fee! Stop straining to see the screen Enjoy vibrant,
exciting displays with the Large Full-Dot OEL display that makes it easier to see what is playing,
no matter what the light is like. Scroll through your iPod with greater ease with 3-Line list mode.
Even enjoy features like 3D full motion screen savers. Here's a better hands-free solution. The
unit acts like a speakerphone, channeling the sound through your car speakers which makes
the call sound better. It also automatically mutes your music so that you'll never miss a call.
What else does this model have to offer? AUX input to easier plug in your portable media
devices Remote Control included. General Wired Remote Input. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Pioneer Car Audio
Systems Pioneer's Mobile Business Group is known for offering the kind of in-car products that
make driving more enjoyable by offering high quality audio and video, seamless connectivity
and ease-of-use. Its focus is on the development of new digital technologies including audio
video, navigation and satellite radio, while maintaining its strong heritage in products for car
audio enthusiasts and sound competitors. Front USB and auxiliary inputs. Remote control
included. Enjoy new music and programming with no subscription fees. Scroll through your
iPod with greater ease with 3-Line list mode. Even enjoy features like 3D full motion screen
savers. Fed up with your Bluetooth headset? Here's a better hands-free solution. The unit acts
like a speakerphone, channeling the sound through your car speakers which makes the call
sound better. It also automatically mutes your music so that you'll never miss a call. Simply
plug your iPod directly into the unit using the optional CD-IU50 iPod cable, and you are ready to
rock and roll. Listening to an artist that you just can't get enough of? Now you can hold the
"List" button down and it will pop up folders containing that specific artist, album, or genre. You
can also have your passenger control your music directly from the iPod. Connect, Tag, and
Download Have you ever heard a great song on the radio, but couldn't remember what it was
called or who sang it when you went to go look for it later? Now you don't have to worry about
missing out on great music. Now you can scroll through your music with greater ease using the
7-way rotary commander. By restoring data that tends to get lost in the digital compression
process, we can make your music sound close to CD quality. If you live in an area where
reception is weak, you'll hear a big improvement in signal strength. And when you're near tall
buildings, Supertuner IIID reduces the effect of multi-path noise, which occurs when the signal
is reflecting off of the buildings. And that doesn't just mean a boost in volume: it means that
your music will be cleaner at higher volumes because you're not pushing the limits of the
amplification circuit. Clean, efficient power that will rock your vehicle. Get Plugged In Use the
built-in AUX input for connecting any digital portable player and other external auxiliary
devices. For extra-convenient access, the input is on the front panel. Skip to main content.
Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Customers also
viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Item Weight 12 ounces
Product Dimensions 7. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Star ratings are earned, never given. There
may be something wrong in the product details or description, it does not live up to what it is
advertised as or made extremely low quality. I would tell my friends, acquaintances, and
strangers that they shouldn't use their hard earned money on this product. It has mistakes in
the product details or description and does not live up to what it advertises or normal customer

expectations. It is still now worth the money. I could take it or leave it. It met the product
description and details for the most part but isn't something I am ever likely to order again. But
overall the price of the product is not worth it. This item has met all expectations, The design is
sound, The build is great and the product does what it was made for. It does what it is supposed
to do. This is what most products fall under. This item is amazing, I absolutely love it, it is an
exceptional, impressive product. It exceeds normal consumer expectations. After reviewing
several articles, specifications, and prices of all the additional add-ons --Ipod, Blue tooth, and
HD receiver which this head unit included; I choose the pioneer DEHHD. I am very pleased with
this purchase. Pioneer makes great electronic gear without going to extremes on pricing. I have
owned both McIntosh and Crown Stereo separates in the past. Crown doesn't make home units
anymore and McIntosh is very pricy, even for their car audio equipment. I had no problem
installing this head unit in my car, and setup was a snap! My suggestion would be to set down
and write out what you want in a head unit and the prices of the EXTRA add-ons if bought
separately. Excelent Product. Delivered as expected. First off, Amazon is just a great, reliable
seller. Got this product on time and exactly as advertised. The product is easy to install, it took
like 20min to a friend of mine who is familiar with these type of installations and so forth. Once
installed, it took me a little bit to go through the manual to learn its main functions. HD Radio is
amazing, never heard radio like this, it seems like a cd or my ipod is playing. Plus, it got a
number of ohter functions that you can easily use and browse through them with the remote. I
still have the fabric speakers, but I am eager to take it up a level buying at least some simple
6"x9" speakers. Money well spent!! Gotta take it in for repair. Will keep you updated. This head
unit was a replacement for my car's stock stereo. The sound quality from radio stations,
especially from the HD stations is outstanding compared to what I had before. The only problem
I have with this unit so far is the controls. It can be a bit difficult at times to search for certain
songs or select different settings. One person found this helpful. Let me put your fears to rest,
This has been the best radio I have owned. The difference in sound quality from your analog
station to hd is night and day. Was so good I had to purchase new a new speaker system to
make it even better. My old speakers didn't do it justice. I have no gripes on the way the radion
functions, no problems with installation or the operation of the radio. I love using the remoter
while driving, I don't have to take my eyes off of the road. If you don't have one of these radio's,
I recommend you get one as soon as possible. Ladys and Gents this is one awesome player I
have all things good to sday about this player to include correct some of the thigsI read prior to
buying this product. First there is no issue with operating the button that alternates functions
for setting options and so on while driving I would though like to encourage all do so before
driving or use the remote. Color scheme is good install was great and again the player is one of
the best. In the end I bought a great head unit that I will probably sell now for the dex p99rs, its
not the unit it's my need to have the best. Pride on March 17, Images in this review. Really good
head unit for the price. I've only had it for a couple days and so far and is great. Good audio
quality and many settings. The only con is the multi-use nob which can be kind of tricky to use,
you gotta be very carefully not to push it the wrong way, which is really easy do while you're
driving. Also, since there are so many options and different menu pages is kind of hard to
adjust any setting while driving. Still, i'm sure afte
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r some time it will just become second nature. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: hd radios , pioneer usb. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

